This paper is concerned with the existence and multiplicity of non-negative solutions to the semilinear equation
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the existence and multiplicity of non-negative solutions to the semilinear equation on the Heisenberg group H N of the form
where  ∈ and is a bounded domain with smooth boundary of the Heisenberg group There are several papers studying the existence and nonexistence of solutions of semilinear equations with Kohn Laplacian in the past two decades. For instance, Citti [] studies the equation The purpose of the present paper is to prove that under suitable assumptions on K(ξ ) and μ, the problem under consideration has at least two non-negative solutions. Here and subsequently, we say that u ∈ S ,  ( ) is a solution of (.) if and only if for any ψ ∈ C ∞  ( ), we have
 ( ) is said to be a non-negative solution of (.) if u is a solution and u ≥  but u ≡ . According to the Sobolev inequality [], we know that the functional
is well defined and C  on S ,  ( ). Note that from Lemma . (see Section ) the eigenvalue problem
with the first eigenvalue μ  simple, and all the eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity. Up to a normalization, the first eigenfunction e  corresponding to μ  is non-negative. The basic assumptions are: This paper is organized as follows. Section  contains some preliminaries. Particular attention is focused on several integral estimates for solutions of (.), which will play an important role in the study of multiple solutions of (.). The third and fourth sections are devoted to the proofs of Theorem . and Theorem ., respectively.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, C, C j (j = , , . . .) will denote various positive constants whose exact value are not important. The dual space of a Banach space E is denoted by E * . By
All integrals are taken over unless stated otherwise. The following minimization problem will be useful in what follows:
Jerison et al. [] have proven that S is achieved by
All non-negative solutions of (.) are of the form
Moreover,
Define a cut-off function φ(ξ ) and denote
and
Using this idea, we can deduce the following lemma, which will play an important role in the proofs of Theorem . and Theorem ..
Proof Keep the definition of v λ in mind. We have
where we have used the assumption of β < q. Similarly, we have
for λ large enough.
Therefore  < α < q - implies that for λ large enough,
The proof is complete.
Next, we prove a regularity result for the solutions of (.). The idea originates from Brezis-Kato []; see also Struwe [] . The following lemma will play a key role in the process of studying a second non-negative solution of (.).
Proof Since u is a weak solution of (.), we test the equation with a test function ϕ = u min{|u| s , m  }, where s ≥  and m > . Integrating by parts we obtain
For each sufficiently large M > , we deduce that
which implies that
Letting m → +∞, we obtain
, if j ≥ , to obtain the conclusion.
We end these preliminaries by the definition of the (PS) conditions and an additional lemma.
Definition . Let c ∈ R, E be a Banach space and I ∈ C  (E, R). We say that I satisfies (PS) c condition, if any sequence (u n ) n∈N in E such that I(u n ) → c and I (u n ) →  has a convergent subsequence. If this holds for every c ∈ R, we say that I satisfies the (PS) condition. 
Existence of a non-negative solution
In this section, we will prove Theorem .. The  < μ < μ  and (A) will be assumed throughout this section. Define another functional
and denote the Nehari set
We have first of all the following.
Proof For any u ∈ N μ , the assumption (A) and the Sobolev inequality imply that
Hence we can choose
We define
From Lemma ., one sees immediately that there is a positive constant C  such that c  ≥ C  > . Next, we have the following lemma.
Lemma . There is a sequence
Proof Let (ũ n ) n∈N ⊂ N μ be a minimizing sequence of (.). By the Ekeland variational principle, we can find a sequence (
where L | N μ is the derivative of L restricted to N μ . The Lagrange multiplier rule implies that there is a n ∈ R such that
Since u n ∈ N μ , one deduces that G (u n ), u n =  and then L (u n ), u n = . Hence a n = . The conclusion follows. 
Proof It suffices to find some
. Let v λ be defined as in Section , we have from direct computation that there is a t  with
Moreover, we obtain from (.), (.), and Lemma .
where we have used the fact that  + α < β and  + α < q -.
Proof of Theorem . Combining Lemmas .-., we have an w  ∈ N μ which leads to c  .
Since if (u n ) n∈N minimize L over N μ , then so does (|u n |) n∈N , we can assume that w  is a non-negative critical point of L. Hence w  is a non-negative solution of (.). 
We further split M μ into three disjoint subsets,
Remark . Now some remarks are in order.
for λ large enough, we know that
In view of Remark ., we will prove Theorem . in the following outline. For μ = μ  , we will minimize L μ on M 
and the strong convergence of v n to e  , we deduce that
Hence one obtains
which is a contradiction.
for any u with u =  and |u| -e  ≥ τ .
Proof Arguing by a contradiction, we assume that there are u n =  with u n -e  ≥ τ
Going if necessary to a subsequence, still denoted by (u n ) n∈N , we may assume that u n u  in S ,  ( ) and therefore
If u  = , then we conclude from
that u n  → , which contradicts u n = . Assume u  = , then (.) and the variational characterization of μ  imply u  = te  for some t = . From
we have lim n→∞ u n  = te   . Hence
It follows that u n → te  and t = . But this is impossible. The proof is complete.
Proof The openness in M μ is obvious. For the closedness, we argue by a contradiction.
Denote v n = u n / u n and divide (.) by u n  . Using the fact that u n ∈ M -μ , v n =  and Lemma ., Lemma ., we obtain
Therefore by (.), one gets v n → , which contradicts the fact that v n = .
Lemma . There is
Proof Suppose the contrary, there areμ n > μ  and u n ∈ M + μ n such thatμ n → μ  and u n → +∞ as n → ∞. Note that u n ∈ M
Dividing (.) by u n  and letting v n = u n / u n , we obtain fromμ n → μ 
On the other hand, from v n = , we may assume that there is a subsequence of (v n ) n∈N , still denoted by (v n ) n∈N such that v n v  weakly in S ,  ( ). Then using (.) and an argument similar to those in the proof of (.) that v  = te  for some t = . The same argument as in (.) and (.) lets us arrive at v n → te  strongly in S ,  ( ). Thus as n → ∞, we get
which is a contradiction to (.). The proof is complete.
We are now in a position to prove the existence of one non-negative solution of (.) in the case of μ = μ  .
Proof of (i) of Theorem . As pointed out in Remark ., when μ = μ  , M + μ  = ∅. Hence we consider the minimization problem
, we can see from an argument similar to the proofs of Lemmas .-. that c  is achieved by some w  . It then follows that w  is a solution of (.) with μ = μ  . Moreover, w  can be chosen to be nonnegative. The proof is complete. Proof Similar to the previous proof, we know that there is
Moreover, u * solves (.) and can be chosen to be non-negative.
Proof The idea of the proof is the same as [], Lemma .; see also [] . We only outline the proof here. Similar to the proof in Lemma ., there is a sequence (
Going if necessary to a subsequence, we may assume that u n converges to u weakly in S ,  ( ) and almost everywhere in . Moreover, ∇ H u n → ∇ H u a.e. in . Combining these with L μ (u n ) →  we have L μ (u) = . In particular, we have u ∈ M μ . Hence
If u n → u strongly in S ,  ( ), then we complete the proof. If u n does not converge strongly to u in S ,  ( ), then we denoteũ n = u n -u. From L μ (u n ) = , we can deduce that, for n large enough,
Suppose that |ũ n |  dξ →  as n → ∞, we may deduce from the Sobolev inequality (.)
Therefore we obtain from the Brezis-Lieb lemma again for n large enough Proof of Lemma . Using the fact that L μ (u * ) = d  , u * satisfies (.) and (.), Lemma ., we obtain from a direct computation for λ large enough
In view of Lemma ., it suffices to prove that
Note that Proof of (ii) of Theorem . The proof is a combination of Lemma ., Lemma ., Lemma ., and the fact that if (u n ) n∈N is a minimizing sequence of d  , then so is (|u n |) n∈N . The proof is complete.
